Precise Claims. The First Time.

Not all claim scrubbers are created equal!
Simply the most comprehensive clinical
claim and encounter scrubbing solution
available on the market today.
ClaimStaker™ is Alpha II’s web-based “claim scrubber”
delivered as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution
model. However, ClaimStaker is much more than
a traditional claim scrubber. It enables a proactive
solution approach that eliminates most denials before
they occur. It’s time for your practice to retain your hardearned reimbursement instead of spending your cash
flow to chase your revenue.
The ClaimStaker solution includes all data content and
rules needed to adjudicate and price claims under
multiple Medicare Part A and Part B fee schedules. It also
provides all coding and billing edits for multiple types
of professional and institutional claims. This delivers
improved claim accuracy on the first pass, decreased
denials and improved cash flow, as well as increased
efficiency and value for your practice and patients.

ClaimStaker’s Edit Excellence
Countless and consistently-updated edits come
included with ClaimStaker so your solution is far more
detailed and expansive than the typical claim editing
products on the market today. Edit messages go a
step beyond to deliver not only the type of error, but
also provide supporting information on why the error
occurred. ClaimStaker can even be deployed directly
into PM, EMR, and RCM workflows.

With sub-second response times, claim accuracy is
verified using the industry’s most comprehensive
clinical scrubbing database. This clinical content is
reviewed and validated by our team of experienced
experts based on the multiple coding, billing, and
compliance regulations. The result is a comprehensive
solution with edits not found in any other claim
scrubber.

The Flexibility You Need
Our goal is to provide you with the tools needed to
produce clean claims. This includes staying on top of
the constantly changing billing and coding rules and
regulations, as well as maintaining up-to-date data
content. With Alpha II, you gain a complete team of
clinicians, certified coders, software engineers, EDI
specialists, medical managers, and many more subject
matter experts who are committed to this unending
change management.
ClaimStaker’s expansive features, functions, and
configurability truly differentiate it from the
competition. Getting started is easy with preset edit
configurations based on your specialty type. Then take it
a step further and enable or disable the edits you want
with the simple click of a check box.
And, if the need arises, ClaimStaker even includes an
easy-to-use “edit wizard” that allows you to create
custom edits based on a set of parameters that will
trigger your tailor-made messages.
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Precision. Accuracy.
With Alpha II’s ClaimStaker, it’s our proven track record and the testimonies from our varied mix of partner customers,
clinicians, administrators, and their respective staffs that validates the fact that “not all claim scrubbers are created
equal.”
We encourage you to Rethink Everything about your traditional approach to claim scrubbing and
REimagine what your practice could be like with Alpha II:
• REduced days in AR
• RElieved administrative burden
• REcovered REvenue

Make sure claims are
as accurate as possible
before they are
submitted to payers.

Improve staff productivity
and enable more focus
on patient care.

Reduce back-end denials
by submitting clean
claims up front.

Incorporate our
comprehensive
content database
and rules engine.

“We simply don’t have the time or the people to capture all the millions of possible
clinical edits or keep up with the constant rule changes. Alpha II software products
have been doing this for decades and its database serves as a powerful engine
behind our claim scrubber solution.”

Practice Insight
Peace of Mind in Data Security
All Alpha II SaaS solutions are hosted in two separate data centers using active/active technology. This
allows us to provide optimal load balancing, minimal downtime, and thorough disaster recovery, resulting
in Tier 4 (99.995%) uptime status operational sustainability.
Alpha II and its facilities have been accredited by the Electronic Healthcare Network
Accreditation Commission (EHNAC), a federally-recognized standards development
organization and accrediting body designed to improve transactional quality, operational
efficiency, and data security in healthcare.

Allow Alpha II the opportunity to earn your partnership so you can
REimagine REimbursement.

REimagine REimbursement
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